
Your Home.
Our Priority.

Welcome to Amarx Construction! As one of the most 
trusted custom home builders in Western North 
Carolina, our reputation is the result of years of building 
relationships based on a true passion for detailed 
craftsmanship, a commitment to honest and direct 
service, and our innovative building expertise. No 
matter where you are in the process of building your 
custom home, our team is ready to make it a reality. 
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Building for Amazing
At Amarx Construction, we know how important the details are when it comes to realizing 
your dream home vision. Whether this is your first home or a vacation home, we approach 
every build knowing it needs to be done right. Our end goal is to present you with an 
expertly crafted home that will provide a legacy of memories, experiences and value now 
and for generations to come. 

With Amarx Construction, expect an amazing build every time. It’s in our blueprint. 

Amarx Construction holds an Unlimited License for residential and commercial construction in North Carolina.

Building It Simply Your Way
Completing your custom home within your budget and on time is a top priority. 

Our Process Made Simple consultation establishes your style, design and construction 
concepts alongside budget parameters to set realistic expectations for your project. 

Whether you come to us with a design in-hand, or you are picking from our Amarx 
Collection Plans, Amarx Construction provides a comprehensive building and costs 
schedule upfront.  Already own a homesite? We will meet you there to visualize the design 
and its execution, together.

With our latest technology, you can rest assured your project is invariably moving forward, 
on time, within budget, and beyond expectations.
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“We used Amarx to build our dream home and they were reliable, detailed, 
responsive, and extremely helpful and dependable.” 

- Wes Cole
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SIMPLE
THE PROCESS MADE

1. PHONE CALL
Phone consultation to talk about your specific needs and wants for the home you 
would like to build. We will talk about location, surrounding area and homesite 
specifics. Set date to meet on your property or the property you will be purchasing. 

2. ONSITE VISIT
This is the time where can start to talk about conceptual home design, house 
positioning, and driveway placement. We will determine which of the following 
items will be needed: 

 • Topographical Survey 
 • Tree Survey
 • Geotechnical Evaluation
 • Structural Engineer for Foundation
 • Architectural Guidelines 
 • Utilities

3. CONSTRUCTION CONSULTATION
Let’s dive into the details. Now that we know more about you and your homesite 
it is time to make a decision. Will you be picking a home  from of our Amarx 
Signature Portfolio or will you be working with one of our recommended Architects. 

Once this decision is made we can start the pricing process.

4. INTERIOR DESIGN & SELECTIONS
Now that you have a home design it is time to have some fun! Let’s meet Kacia 
at the Amarx Design Studio. We make it easy so that you can make all of your 
decisions in one place! Kacia will walk you through what is included in your home 
and help you through the decision making process of what two add or take away, 
depending on your plan and budget.

5. PRE-CONSTRUCTION MEETING
Now that we have a complete picture it is time to meet your Project Manager. This 
is the person that will manage all of the moving pieces that it will take to build your 
home. At this meeting, the project manager will review the construction schedule 
as well as walk-through meetings you will have during the construction period.




